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About This Game

Ember's a fox who loves adventure. Run, jump, and ride through 30+ colorful, fast-paced obstacle courses in a quest to get your
missing soul back! Slip past fire-breathing dragons or weave between hungry over-sized goldfish... Ember's ultra-simple control

scheme is easy for anyone to pick up and get hooked!
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I'm changing my review. At first I praised this game, but the more I play the more I become frustrated at the mechanics.

Where to begin...

Not enough power ups.
Can't control your ball (unless you're MLG or can hold on to a power up for a long duration of time).
At certain parts you're told to avoid enemies, but sometimes you can't do so without losing your ball. You'll die trying to collect
your ball because there's always an enemy in your way unless you get lucky (you can only move side to side). I could see if you
were allowed to move in different directions, dodging an enemy would make sense, but don't force me into an RNG situation
that's outside my control.

By default, you can slow your ball with RMB (no power up required) to plan your trajectory, which is nice, but not well
implemented. Would be nice if there was a path to guide you on your ball's future direction considering the enemies and
obstacles you have to maneuver through.

I think the game is good enough to buy and play around with from time to time, which is why I still reccommend it, but I was
hoping for so much more with the promise of boss battles and albeit a silly quest story.
Unfortunately, the game mechanics for a breakout style boss quest game hasn't been implemented well here.. First VR Only
then Nothing . Even Fullscreen dont Work .. No way i want this. I actually got this game from those "get 10 random steam
keys".
It was in 2017 and I tought: "Well another game I will never play".
But I was bored and so i downloaded it. Deleted it after 5 minutes.
Do not waste your money on this hot garbage
. Cool game. I recommend it.. i think this is a great game, and at times very challenging, but thats the fun of the game... and of
course when you get crushed by a giant boulder :D i still cant get past that part :P i enjoyed this game, and would recomened it
to anyone who likes chellanging games :3
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need more anime tities. So far its aa really fun and enjoyable mega-man styled game. I saw a few reviews complaing about
minor first release bugs, but if you ask me the game is polished and pretty damn impressive overall. With all the megaman
nostalgia lately and a certain kickstarter that has thus far failed to deliver anything respectable its nice to see a fresh new game
carying the torch.. Highly recommend. It takes a bit to really wrap your head around how the ball actually does pivot, but when
you do you'll find yourself "snaking" around. I'd recommend the whole Minimalist Arcade Series.

https://youtu.be/_ls_sYxp_Zw. i love the game...has nice quests and the story thill now is good, i can w8 to see the rest of it... the
sounds are nice, the willage is beautiful, all in all, i like it so much.. Even at $2 i would skip this one. Only 3 small mimi games
without instructions. The video for the game shows the entire thing. If there was more maybe it might be worth the $2. Well,
first and foremost, nice patch and great game. With that being said, 2 friends and I try to take over a mansion. BIG mistake!
There were zombies, puss people and men from mars kicking our asses!!! Over all, hearing a bunch of men scream like girls....
Priceless!!! kudos Fear the night Devs!. \u516b\u5341\u516b. For some reason the characters's voices annoy me and I
personally don't like the fact of having to scroll the mouse wheel to select the different actions possible (like look at, talk, pick
up, use ....).

Also the artwork feels kinda strange in the eyes.. This game was hard to play in 3 different senses.
1; Terrible movement/feel. The camera rolls around when you move like you're on a rolercoaster.
2; The game, the story is bad and lackluster.
3; The camera is blurry, out of focus if you will, I felt nauseous after about 5 minutes of gameplay. I still feel sick, I had to go
outside for 5 minutes to get some fresh air after finishing the 25 minute long game.

This game was weird, and not in a good way.
The game touches on a few issues. Alchoholism, suicide. Not that touching on a few controversial subjects makes the game
good.
I can't be a motivational speaker for saying "I dislike alchoholism and something should be done about it!".

Just a generally♥♥♥♥♥♥poor story, it seems like something a 10 year old would throw together, I mean the ending was just...
what.
The game gave of the feel of 'The Pareto Principle'.
The ending which is 10% of the game felt like 90% of the game.
And that's not good.

The game is just poor in every way. It feels like a demo, an idea for a grander game. It feels like something someone might
throw together over the period of half a month in their freetime while in school.
The game includes spelling errors, ♥♥♥♥♥♥ graphics, nauseating camera movement, horrible controls, no story and more!

It is not easy to make a review for this game.
Just don't buy it. Terrible graphics, no story, bad voice acting. ~20 minutes of gameplay for 5$.
The short description on Steam makes the game sound like something completely different. The screenshots on Steam makes it
look like a beautiful game.
It's all lies.

. From this point forward, whenever I hear or read the term "hidden gem", I'll always think about Skeleton Boomerang.

I LOVE everything about this game: I love the retro graphics and the character designs. The gameplay is tight and very fun (for
me). The controls are responsive. Each level is progressively harder, but none of the levels ever got frustratingly hard. Also,
each level has fairly placed optional checkpoints, so that's definitely a plus!

The boss battles are some of the most entertaining I've experienced in years of gaming. The battle with Sally was my favorite,
and the battle with Mr. Saturday implements some very clever mechanics that I've never seen before in other games.

And the music... holy COW the music! It's so energetic and SO well done! Mutant Mudds has my favorite 8-bit tracks, but
Skeleton Boomerang has my favorite 16-bit tracks - they are some of the best I've ever heard in any game!

I have no complaints about this game - just a couple of suggestions:
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1. Trading cards!
2. An achievement for completing hard mode

That said, if you enjoy platformers, then DEFINITELY buy Skeleton Boomerang, even at full price. And I suggest you review it
too to help it get notoriety.

I hope many more people find out about Skeleton Boomerang, so that this game eventually stops being a hidden gem.
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